Mechanism of trinucleotide repeats instabilities: the necessities of repeat non-B secondary structure formation and the roles of cellular trans-acting factors.
The mechanism underlying CAG.CTG CGG.CCG and GAA.TTC trinucleotide repeats expansion and contraction instabilities has not been clearly understood. Investigations in vitro have demonstrated that the disease causing repeats are capable of adopting non-B secondary structures that mediate repeats expansion. However, in vivo, similar observations have not been easily made so far. Investigations on the non-B secondary structure formation using E.coli, yeast etc cannot simulate the suggested repeats expansion instability. These could leave a space to infer a disassociation of the suggested repeats non-B secondary structure formation and the repeats expansion in vivo. Although longer trinucleotide repeats may be theoretically easier to form non-B DNA secondary structures in replication or in post-replication, however such non-B secondary structures are likely to cause repeat fragility rather than repeat expansion. In fact, repeat expansion as seen in patients may not necessarily require trinucleotide repeats to form non-B secondary structures, instead the repeat expansions can be produced through a RNA transcription-stimulated local repeat DNA replication and a subsequent DNA rearrangement.